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STALKER 2 game developer hacked by
Russian hacktivists, data stolen

GSC Game World, the developer of the highly-anticipated ‘STALKER 2: Heart of Chornobyl’

game, warned their systems were breached, allowing threat actors to steal game assets during

the attack.

The Ukrainian game publisher says that a "community from a Russian social network" was

behind the attack and is blackmailing the company by threatening to release data for Stalker 2,

which is expected to be released later this year.

“Recently, our employee's account for a collective work-with-images application was hacked.

The responsibility for this was claimed by a community from a russian social network,” reads

the statement posted to Twitter. “They are threatening to use the obtained data for blackmail

and intimidation. This is not the �rst attempt to hack and leak our data, including personal

information. We have been enduring constant cyberattacks for more than a year now.”

Read More

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/stalker-2-game-developer-hacked-by-russian-hacktivists-data-stolen/


 

More #News

Security researchers targeted with new malware via job offers on LinkedIn

GitHub makes 2FA mandatory next week for active developers

Thousands of GitHub repositories deliver fake PoC exploits

 

#Breach Log

Ransomware Attacks Have Entered a ‘Heinous’ New Phase

Xenomorph Android malware now steals data from 400 banks

Medusa ransomware gang picks up steam as it targets companies worldwide

 

#Patch Time!

Microsoft OneNote to get enhanced security after recent malware abuse

Microsoft �nally �xes Windows 11 slow �le copy issues over SMB

Hands on with Windows 11's new leaked File Explorer feature

 

#Tech and #Tools

Staples-owned Essendant facing multi-day "outage," orders frozen

CASPER attack steals data using air-gapped computer's internal speaker

Acer con�rms breach after 160GB of data for sale on hacking forum
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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